Methodological whiteness: a way of reflecting on the world that fails to acknowledge the role played by racism in its structuring, and ways in which knowledge is constructed/legitimated. Failing to recognise the dominance
of ‘whiteness’ as other than standard; treats a limited white perspective as a universal; treats other perspectives as forms of identity politics explicable within its own universal (but parochial) understandings. Entails denial of its own
politics of identity and constitutes the standard social scientific discussion of race – which tends to understand it primarily in terms of issues of identity or inequality applying to the situation of non-white others (Bhambra, 2017)

White
hegemony

Reproduction of racial hierarchies in which
White people almost exclusively hold decisionmaking power; a collective consciousness that
surrounds, limits & protects against invasion by
(lesser/better but always threatening) difference.

White privilege

Taking risks to work in
solidarity with BIPOC to
dismantle white supremacy

People (un)wittingly sustaining and reinforcing a
racially unjust system whilst advocating its
dismantling; an active (not neutral) tenet of racist
behaviour within a racist system (Applebaum, 2010)

White
accomplice

(Powell & Kelly, 2017)

Actively and passively preferencing White people by providing and permitting disproportionate access to, and benefit from, social and economic
resources/advantages, including proximity to power, morbidity and mortality; it is not the assumption that everything a White person has
accomplished is unearned nor the suggestion that White people do not or have never struggled; it is the unearned, often-unseen, everyday social,
material, psychological, institutional and structural dividends inherited and paid-out at the expense of BAME, that are denied and protected, require
the racialized ‘other’ for their worth, enable modern capitalism and neoliberalism, and depend on Eurocentric-White worldviews, codes and norms.

Acknowledging complicity;
emphasizing the value of
uncertainty, vulnerability,
and vigilance; willingness to
listen, reflect, learn, and act

(McIntosh, 1998; Frankenberg, 1993; Leonardo, 2004)

White
transgression

(Applebaum, 2010)

Property (Harris, 1993), wages (DuBois), privileges
(McIntosh, 1998), psychosis (Fanon; Baldwin; Andrews,
2016) and ‘technology

Whiteness

‘White’

of affect’ (Leonardo, 2013)
associated with pinkish-white skin but referring
to a hegemonic ideology based on oppressive
beliefs that are socially-constructed and learned
at individual and systemic levels. Relations of
belonging and entitlement constituted on the
basis of affective positioning (Ahmed, 2004), with
‘non-Whiteness’ an imperial lens to judge,
moderate, restrain, purify, consume and relocate, keeping whiteness safe, yet stimulated
and ‘good’ (Sandoval, 1997)
‘Race’ is a “technology of power for the
management of human differences, whose
ultimate aim is the maintenance of White
supremacy” (Lentin, 2016). Race is a colonialcapitalist project of pseudoscientific invention
(classifying, associating or predicting traits and
behaviours by sub-grouping humans into ‘races’
based on melanin or phenotype is a racist
falsehood). White is a semi-fluid identity,
distorting over time to suit political and
economic goals; it is “the centrepiece of a
hierarchical system that produces differences”
(Hall, 2017)

White
supremacy

Whiteliness

Global regime of racial capitalism
and intellectual legacy of empire
that constructs and maintains a
systematic racial ordering of
humans and resources that,
through direct violence and
deprivation, and through indirect,
passive complicity in oppressive
systems and institutions, justifies
and enforces the racial dominance
of Whites and organises the world
into those who deserve to exist,
live, prosper & move freely, and
those who may die, be harmed, or
be inequitably obstructed from
(Boyd, 2019; Lentin, 2016)

Discourse divorced from politics;
Complicity via invisible ways of being,
acting, receiving that support the
oppressive status quo of racial hierarchy;
naturalising power asymmetries as
meritocratic; acts that claim to ‘move
beyond’ racism to a fabricated ‘postracial’ reality of tolerance (neocolonized
multiculturalism); evocations of
pluralism/diversity that mask reality &
perpetuate terror by providing cover
(Tate & Page, 2018; hooks, 1992)

Destabilising recognition of
heritage, inheritance and
accountability for
continuing disproportionate
advantages received at the
expense of BIPOC
(Baldwin, 1984)

White guilt

Endorsement from white
colleagues that has an
enabling power

White sanction

(Miller, 2016)

Disbelieving
defensiveness when
confronted; minimum
amount of racial stress
is intolerable

Reactive anger, selfrighteousness, hostility,
withdrawal; refusal to
accept; excuses and
misrepresentations

(DiAngelo, 2018)

(hooks, 1992 DiAngelo, 2018)

White
fragility

White
resistance

Shock and rage when listening to people talk about Whiteness;
naïve/racist amazement at being critically assessed from a
standpoint where Whiteness is the privileged signifier (hooks, 1992)

